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We look at a restricted model of a multihead pushdown automaton and use some of 
its properties to show the existence of algorithms for some decision problems con- 
cerning code sets and vector addition ~ystems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the emptiness problem for context-free languages i decidable 
[1]. This result has been used to show the solvability of other decision problems in 
language theory. For  example, a recent paper of Greibach [3] uses this result to prove 
the existence of an algorithm for deciding for two n-tuples of nonnull code words 
X= (xl, . . - ,x~) and Y~ (Yl ..... Yn) whether there are indices 1 ~ i  1 .... , i k ,  
]'1 ..... jk ~ n such that xq  "" xik ~ y j l  "" y j~ .  She shows that the set of such xi l  "" x i ' s  
is a one-counter language, hence, context-free. 
In this paper, we look at a restricted class of multihead pushdown automata nd 
utilize some of its properties to prove the existence of algorithms for some decision 
problems. We show that if v o , v 1 ,..., vm are n-dimensional vectors of integers with 
v 0 nonnegative, then the set P3(vo, vl ,... , vm) ----- (v [ v is nonnegative, v = v o -1- vi i  q-  
9 " 4- v ik ,  k ~ l ,  1 ~ i 1 ,..., ik ~ m and the sum of the coordinates of v o -4- vi l  q-  
"'" 4- vi~ ~ 0 for 1 ~ j ~< k} is a semilinear set as defined in [1, 2]. Hence, the member- 
ship, containment, and equivalence problems for such sets are solvable. 1 I f  in the 
definition of P3(v 0 , v 1 ,..., vm) the requirement on v 0 q- vq 4- -" q- v~ is replaced 
by "% q- vi~ 4- "'" q- vi i  is a nonnegative vector," then the set is called a reachability 
set. Rabin has shown that the equivalence problem (and, hence, the containment 
problem) for reachability sets is undecidable [8]. However, it is unknown whether the 
membership roblem for such sets is solvable. 
9 This research was supported by the National Science Foundation Grant DCR72-03728-A01. 
9 Current address: Department of Computer Science, University of Maryland, College Park, 
Maryland 20742. 
x "Solvable" and "decidable" are used interchangeably in the paper. 
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Another problem for which we have an algorithm is that of deciding for two n-tuples 
of nonnull code words X = (x I ,..., x~) and Y = (Yl,...,Yn) whether there are 
indices il ,..., i~ , J l  .... , jk such that (i 1 ..... ik) is a permutation of (Jl ,.-.,jk) and 
xq "" xi~ =y j~ ' "y~. .  However, if, instead of a permutation, we require that 
(/1 ..... ik) = (Jl ,...,Jk), then the problem becomes the Post correspondence problem, 
which is known to be undecidable [10]. Finally, a generalization of the problem 
considered in [3] is also shown to be decidable. 
2. MULTIHEAD PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA AND SEMILINEAR SETS 
The automata that we shall be concerned with are the (one-way) multihead push- 
down automata (PDA) and multihead finite automata (FA). These devices have been 
studied in several places in the literature (see e.g., [4, 11, 12]), and we refer the reader 
to any of these references for the descriptions of these devices. We assume that the 
heads of the automata re not capable of sensing the other heads, and the inputs have 
left and right endmarkers, r and $, respectively. 
Let Z' be a finite set of symbols and c~ = (a 1 , a~ ,..., an) be the elements of X written 
in some order. For x in Z'*, ~ define the n-tuple of natural numbers f~(x)= 
(#al(x), #aa(x) ..... #an(x)) where #ai(x) is the number of occurrences of symbol 
al in x. (Note that f~(~) = (0,..., 0).) For L C 2~*, define f~(L) = {f~(x) I x in L}. The 
mappingf~(L) which takes the setL of strings into a set of n-tuples of natural numbers 
is called a Parikh map of L [9]. 
Let N denote the set of nonnegative integers and let N ~ be the cartesian product of 
N with itself n times. A subset Q of N ~ is called a linear set if there exist Vo, v 1 ..... v m 
in N n such that Q = {v [ v = v 0 + k lv  I + ' ' '  -d i- kmv~z, each ki in N}. v0, v 1 ,..., v,n 
are called the generators of Q. Any finite union of linear sets is called a semilinear set. 
Clearly, the empty set is semilinear since it is the union of zero linear sets. I t  is well 
known [9] that i fL  is a context-free language (or equivalently, recognized by a 1-head 
PDA) then f~(L) is a semilinear set. 
A set L _C 22* is bounded if there exist w 1 ,..., w,~ in X* such that L _C w.t* "'" w~.  a 
i1 ~n Let c~ = (w~ ..... w~). We define f~(L) by: f~(L) = {(/1 ..... iN) [ Wl "'" w,  inL}. In 
[1, 9] it is shown that if L C wl* .-. w~* is a bounded context-free language, then 
f~(L) is a semilinear set. This result has been extended to bounded languages recognized 
by muhihead finite automata [12] and to bounded languages recognized by multihead 
PDA [6]. We state the latter result since it is important in subsequent development. 
For completeness, we also give the proof in [6]. 
2 Z'* is the set of all finite strings of symbols in Z' including the null string denoted by 4. 
3 If x and y are in 27", define xy to be the string x followed by y. Define x ~ as follows: x ~ = 
and x k+1 = x~x for all k > 0. x + = {x ~ I k > 1}. For convenience, we denote {w~x ... w~- Iil .... ,
iv ~> 0} by wl* "'" w~*. 
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THEOREM 1. Let L C_ wl* "'" w,*  be accepted 4 by a one-way k-head PDA A and 
= (w x .... , w, ) .  Then f~(L) is a semilinear set effectively calculable from A. 
Proof. The construction is given in 3 steps, each step being effective. 
Step I. First, we construct from A a k-head PDA B recognizing R - -  
{a~l '- q ' ,  9 " a, ! w x "" w,, in L}, where Z' -- {a 1 ,..., a,} is a set of distinct symbols. B just 
codes each wi in its finite control, and every time a head of B scans an a i , B simulates 
the action of the corresponding head of A on w; in its finite control. Obviously, 
f~(L) =-fB(R), where/3 = <a t ..... a,) .  
Step 2. For each a in Zand 1 ~ j ~ k (k being the number of heads of B), 
let (a,j) be a distinct symbol and let Z'/c be the set of all such symbols. For 
each 1 ~ i ~< k, define the homomorphism hi from Z~* into Z* by: hi((a,j)) = a if 
i = j  and ~ otherwise. For x in Zk*, define H(x)  = (hi(x),... , hk(x)). For S _C_ Zk* let 
H(S) :  {tt(x) ix  in S} and Ak = {(x 1 . . . . .  x/c) [ xl = x2 . . . . .  xk in Z*}. 
We now construct from B a 1-head PDA C recognizing a set L k _C Zk* satisfying 
the folk)wing properties: 
(1) H(LA.)_C{(xl ..... x/c) leach xi in al* -" a,*), 
(2) R = P(H(L/C) (~ A/c), where P(H(Lk) (~ Ak) is the set of all first coordinates 
of k-tuples in H(L~) N A/c . 
We may assume that if B accepts a string x in 27", then it accepts it with all its 
heads on the right endmarker. L k denotes the set of all strings describing the sequences 
of symbols canned by the k heads of B while operating on inputs in R. Not all strings 
in L/c are valid descriptions. The valid descriptions are exactly those strings y in L/c 
such that H(y)  == (z,..., z) for some z in 27*. 
Given a string r in Z/c*), C simulates B by guessing and storing in its finite 
control the next symbols to be scanned by the k heads of B. When B moves some of its 
heads to the right, C then checks that the symbols it guessed (corresponding to the 
heads that moved right) are correct. The finite control of C also makes sure that for 
each of the heads, the symbols guessed are taken in the following order: the ax's first, 
then the a-o's, etc. This is possible since R C ax* "'" an*. 
Step 3. Note that the input alphabet of C is Z,/c : ((a i , j )  l l  ~ i ~ n, 
1 ~<j ~< k}. Let ~ -- ((ax, 1), (a o, 1),...,(an, 1), (al, 2), (a2,2),...,(an, 2),..., (al, k), 
(a2, k),..., (an, k)). Then f~(L/c) : ((ixx, i12 ,..., i1,, i21, i~2 ,..., i2 ... . . .  iu~, ik2 ..... 
i/c,) I fB(xl) : ( iu,  i12 ..... ix,,), fB(x2) : (i2x , i-o2 .... , i2,) ..... fB(xk) = (i,x , ikz ..... ik,), 
and (xl, x 2 .... , x,) in H(Lk)}. Since C is a 1-head PDA, f,,(Lk) is a semilinear set, 
say Qx, which is effectively calculable from C [9]. Let Q2 = ((in ..... ix,, izx ..... 
i-o, ,..., i/cx ,..., ik,) I for all 1 ~ j  ~ k and 1 ~< l ~< n, ijt is in N and i n : ixz). Clearly, 
"Accepted" and "recognized" are used interchangeably in the paper. 
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Qz is a semilinear set. Let Q3 = Qx c3 Q2 9 Then Q3 is a semilinear set since the inter- 
section of two semilinear sets is semilinear [2]. Moreover, Qa is effectively calculable 
from Q1 and Q2- Now ~)3 = {(i1 ..... in ,..., il ..... in). fo(x) - :  (i x ..... is), (x,..., x) in 
H(Lk) r3 Ax.} since H(Lk) C_ {(x I ..... xk) ] each xi in ax* "" an*). It follows that Q4 = 
{(i 1 ..... i,) ](i x ..... i ...... i x ..... i,) in Q3} =fB(R) =f , (L )  is a semilinear set. (Q4 is 
constructed from Q8 by keeping only the first n coordinates of the generators of the 
linear sets forming Q3). | 
3. SIMPLE '.~ULTIHEAD PDA 
It is well known that the emptiness problem for the class of languages recognized 
by 1-head PDA's (or equivalently, generated by context-free grammars) is decidable. 
Clearly, the halting problem for Turing machines [5] can effectively be reduced to 
the emptiness problem for 2-head FA's (and hence 2-head PDA's) [4, 11]. Thus, the 
emptiness problem for languages recognized by k-head FA's (k >~ 2) is undecidable. 
We now look at a restricted class of multihead PDA's whose emptiness problem is 
solvable. 
A k-head PDA is simple if only one head is capable of distinguishing the symbols 
in Z'. We shall call this head the read head. The other heads can only detect whether 
they are on the left endmarker, the right endmarker, or on a symbol in 27. Thus, these 
heads can only be used as counters. We shall refer to these heads as counting heads. 
This device was first introduced in [6]. 
We will need the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA I. Let L be recognized by a simple multihead PDA A and h a linear homomor- 
phism on L. 5 Then we can effectively construct a simple multihead PDA B recognizing h(L ). 
Proof. Let A have counting heads H 1 ..... Hk 9 B will have k + 1 counting heads: 
K1 ,..., Kk,  K~+I. Given input r B guesses that y = h(a l ) ' "  h(an) for some 
ax ,..., a, (in the input alphabet of A), and simulates A's computation on ax "'" a , .  Head 
Ki of B simulates counting head Hi of A (1 ~ i ~ k). Since h is a linear homomorphism 
onL, there is a positive integer c such that c ] h(x) ] >~ ] x [ for all x inL. In the simula- 
tion, Ki moves a square to the right for every c right moves of Hi 9 Of course, the 
remainder of the moves of Hi ,  which we denote by r i (< c), is kept in the finite 
control. Kk~-i is also moved right one square for every c a's processed by A. Since 
c ] h(x) ] ~ [ x :, B must guess, for each Ki ,  the location of the $. Once it has made a 
choice on the location of the $, Ki is fixed on this location until the read head reaches 
5 A homomorphism h from 2?* --~ A * is linear on L ~ 2?* if there exists an integer c > 0 such 
that c i h(x) > ] x [ for all x in L, where I x ' denotes the length of x. 
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the $. I f  A accepts Ca 1 "-" a,$, then B verifies that the remainders r t ,..., rk+ 1 associated 
with the heads K 1 ,...,/x'k~ 1are equal. Finally, B moves all counting heads simulta- 
neously and accepts the input if the heads reach the $ at the same time. II 
The result that we are after in this section is the following. 
THEOREM 2. Tke emptiness, finiteness, and infiniteness problems for the class of 
languages recognized by simple multihead PDA's are solvable. 
Proof. Given a simple k-head PDA A recognizing a language L, we can effectively 
construct a simple k-head PDA B recognizing the set R =-{al~l [x inL} _C a* (by 
Lemma 1). Clearly, R is empty, finite, infinite if and only i fL is empty, finite, infinite, 
respectively. Since B accepts a bounded language, by Theorem 1,f<a>(L) is a semilinear 
set effectively calculable from B. The result follows since it is trivial to determine if a 
semilinear set is empty, finite, or infinite. II 
Now, the universe problem for  1-head PDA's (i.e., deciding if all finite length 
strings are accepted) is unsolvable [1]. It follows that the universe problem is also 
unsolvable for simple multihead PDA's. In fact, it is unsolvable for the class of simple 
muhihead FA's (see [7]). However, one can easily show (see [7]) that the class of 
languages accepted by deterministic simple muhihead FA's is effectively closed under 
the operations of intersection, union, and complementation. Thus, from Theorem 2, 
we have 
THEOREM 3. The containment and equivalence problems for the class of languages 
accepted by deterministic simple multihead FA's are solvable. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO SOME DECISION PROBLEMS 
We demonstrate the usefulness of multihead PDA's to three problems concerning 
code sets and vector addition systems. 
Problem PI. Given k n-tuples X 1 = (Xll ..... xln),..., Xk ;= (x~a ,..., xkn) of non- 
null code words (i.e., strings over some finite alphabet) determine if for some r >7 1 
there are indices 1 ~ an ,..., cxar ,"-, akl ,..., c~.r ~< n such that the following conditions 
hold for each 1 ~ i ~ k: 
(1 )  x1~1 "'" xl~,,r  : ~ x~, ,  "" x i~ , ,  
(2) (C~tl ,..., cxlr ) is a permutation of (Oal ,..., CZlr ). 
We shall say that xl~tx "-Xl~x, is a solution, and we denote all such solutions 
by PI(X" 1 ,..., Xk). For k ~ 2, P I (X  1 ..... Xk) need not be a context-free language. 
For example, let a I ,..., a n be distinct symbols and consider .A~ = (a I ,..., an) and 
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)(2 = (a2 ,..., an,  al). Then P I (X1 ,  A~) ~ al+az§ . . . .  an ~ ~- {altaz t "" an t [ I ~ I} 
which is not a context-free language for n ~ 3. 
If  condition (2) is replaced by the requirement that (a a ..... a~) :== (c, n ..... axr), then 
the problem, for k = 2, becomes the Post correspondence problem, which is known 
to be undecidable [10]. 
THEOREM 4. P I (X1 ,..., Xk) is accepted by a simple multihead PDA. Thus, it is 
decidable whether P I (X  x ..... XA.) is empty, finite, or infinite. 
Proof. We describe the construction of a simple mult ihead PDA D for the case 
k -- 2. The case k >~ 3 is similar. Let X 1 ~- (x 1 ..... x,) and X 2 = (.3'1 ..... Yn). D will 
have 2n counting heads: H 1 ,..., Hn ,  K1 ,..., Kn .  Let r be the input to D. D non-  
deterministically chooses indices 1 ~ i 1 ..... iz <~ n, 1 ~ j l  ,...,jm ~ n. The  number  
of times index q is chosen for the x's (y's) is recorded by Hq(Kq). (Initially, all counting 
heads are on the left endmarker.) D chooses index ir(js ) only after it has verified that 
xq ' "  xi_,  (yj~ "" Ys,_l) is a prefix of w. Thus,  when the read head reaches the right 
endmarker, $, w = xq "-" x~z ~ = yjt -'- y j , , .  Then  D simultaneously moves each pair of 
counting heads (H; ,  K~) to the right and cheeks that they reach the $ at the same time. 
This  guarantees that j l  ,"., jn, is a permutation of i x ,...,i t . II 
Problem P2. Given k (possibly infinite) sets of nonnul l  strings L 1 , . . . ,Lk, let 
P2(L~ ..... Lk) - : ~),~t (L1 n c~ ... n Lkn). 6 Determine if P2(L 1 ..... Lk) =/- ~ .  
Problem P2 is a generalization of the problem studied in [3]. In  [3] it is shown that 
for k = 2, the problem of deciding whether P2(L  1 , L2) :/= ~ is solvable when L 1 
is a context-free language and L 2 is a regular set, but becomes unsolvable when both 
L 1 and L2 are context-free languages. It is also shown in [3] that when L 1 and L,  are 
regular sets, then P2(L a , L~) is a one-counter language (hence, context-free). 
Now if k ~ 3, then P2(L 1 .... , Lk) need not be a context-free language, even when 
Z 1 ,..., L~: are finite with the same cardinality. For example, for 1 ~ i ~ k, let Z i = 
{ai11, ..., aiktk ~where a 1 ,..., a~ are distinct symbols and ij = 2 if i = j and 1 otherwise. 
,..., ... j- ~l.... a~.~ Then P2(L 1 L~) n ax" al.: ~= tal [ l />  1} which is not context-free 
for k ~ 3. 
The next result generalizes Theorem 2 of [3]. 
THEOREM 5. I f  L 1 is a context-free language and L 2 ,..., L k are regular sets, then 
P2(L1, L2 ..... Lk) is accepted by a simple multihead PDA. Thus, it is decidable whether 
P2(L1, L2 ..... Lk) is empty, finite, or infinite. 
Proof. I f  all of the languages L x ,L  2 ..... Lk contain the null  string, then 
P2(L1 ..... L~) = ~)n>l (L1 n n ". n L1:") = L1 + ~ L2- n '-. n Lk+ and, therefore, it is 
decidable whether P2 (L x ..... L~) is empty, finite, or infinite. Thus,  we shall assume 
s For a setL of strings, L ~ is the n-fold concatenation f L with itself. 
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that not every L i ,  1 -<. i ~ k, contains the null string. The proof follows the pattern 
of [3]. Let a 1 ,..., a k be distinct symbols not occurring in any of the strings in L 1 u 
9 '" ~)Lk. Define g(Lx ..... Lk ,  al .... , ax.) = h2-xh~ -1 " ' "  h~.l((Llal) +) (3 hlXh~ 1 " "  
h;l((Lza2) ~) n "" ~ h~lh~ 1 "" h[.l_l((Lka~.) , 7 where hi is a homomorphism defined by 
hi(ai) -= ~, hi(a~) == a~ for i v~ j ,  hi(b) = b for all symbols b occurring in strings of 
L 1 u "" ~ Lk 9 Since the family of context-free languages (regular sets) is closed under 
inverse homomorphism and intersection with regular sets, g(L  1 ,..., L~., a 1 ,..., al,) is a 
context-free language. Let A be a 1-head PDA recognizing (L  1 ..... L~,  al  ..... ax.). 
Define f ( L  x ..... L~ , a 1 .... , ak) ~ {w [ w in g(L  a ..... L k , a I .... ,a~:) and w contains the 
same number of occurrences of ax's, a2's,...,a~'s}. We can easily construct from A a 
simple multihead PDA B recognizing f ( L  1 ..... Lk ,  al  ,..., ak). B simulates A and uses 
a counting head for each ai to record the number of times ai occurs on the input 
string. At the end of the simulation, B moves all the counting heads simultaneously 
to the right and checks that they all reach the right endmarker, $, at the same time. 
Now define a homomorphism h by: h(ai) = e for all I ~ i ~ k, and h(b) = b for all 
symbols b occurring in strings ofL~ ~) "" u Lk. Then h is a linear homomorphism on 
f(L~ ..... Lk ,ax , . . . ,a~) ,  since k ' .h (y ) [  >1. [y :  for a l l y  in f (L  a ,. . . ,Lk, a~ .... ,ak). Thus, 
by Lemma 1, h( f (L1  , . . . ,Lk  , al  .... , a~)) - -  P2(L  1 .... ,Lx.) is recognizable by a simple 
multihead PDA. By Theorem 2, it is decidable whether P2(L~ ,..., Lk)  is empty, finite, 
or infinite. II 
Problem P3. An n-dimensional vector addition system is a tuple S ~ (%,  Ill. ~, 
where v 0 is an n-dimensional vector of nonnegative integers and V is a finite set of 
n-dimensional vectors of integers. 
The reaehability set of S, written R(S) ,  is the set {v ! v -= v o + via + "" - -  vik , 
each vli in V and v o + vq  -4 . . . .  + v~j is a nonnegative vector for 1 ~<j ~< k}. It has 
been reported bv Rabin [8] that the equivalence of reachability sets is undecidable. 
It is unknown, however, whether the membership roblem for reachability sets is 
solvable. 
Now let P3(S) = {v I v is nonnegativc, v =- v 0 -!- vit -f . . . .  -2-' vik , each vi~ in U, 
sum(v0 + vit  - "'" l- vi,) >~ 0 for 1 ~ j ~< k}, where for any vector u = (A 1 .... , A,), 
sum(u) = Ax + "- + A, .  For the case of P3(S), we can show that it is a scmilinear set. 
Hence the P3-containment and P3-equivalence problems for vector addition systems 
are decidable. 
THEOREM 6. P3(S) is a semil inear set fo r  any vector addit ion system S.  
Proof. Let S : (v0, V) and a 1 .... , a , ,  c be distinct symbols. We shall construct 
a simple multihead PDA D recognizing a languageLs C_ al ~ ... a , *c*  with the property 
that ati~ ' ' '  a~,.c t is in Ls  (for some t) if and only if (/1 ..... l,) is in P3(S). Then by 
Theorem l, f~(Ls)  would be a semilinear set, say Q, where a == (a 1 ,..., a , ,  c). By 
7 (La)+ denotes the set 13~>x ({xa ', x in L})". 
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keeping only the first n coordinates of the generators of the linear sets forming Q, we 
obtain the semilinear set P3(S).  
D will have 2n counting heads. For each coordinate i, there are 2 heads t t i  +, H i -  
(initially on the left endmarker). Given r D nondeterministical ly chooses vq ,..., v;~ 
and for each v, - -  (A.~ ..... A,,) chosen, D moves Hi'- or H i -  I A~, I squares to the right 
depending on whether or not A. ~ 0. The  pushdown store is used as a counter to 
make sure that sum(v 0 + vii + "" + vi~) ~ 0. Next, for each 1 ~ i ~ n, D moves 
the pair of heads (Hi-:, H i - )  s imultaneously to the right and verifies that Hi  + reaches 
the right endmarker no later than Hi - .  At the end of this process, each H i -  will be r i 
squares to the left of $. Finally, D moves its read head and checks with the help of H i - ,  
.... H , -  that the input is of the form a~ . . . . .  a,~-~ and l i = ri for each i. II 
COROLLAr~Y. Let S x and S 2 be vector addition systems. Then the following problems 
are decidable. 
(1) P3($1) C p3($2) , 
(2) P3(S~) = P3(S~). 
Proof. This  follows from Theorem 6 and the fact that the containment and equiv- 
alence problems for the class of semilinear sets are decidable [2]. II 
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